Blazing Griffin Launches a New Episode of Murder Mystery Machine
on Apple Arcade
‘The Fire of Thine Eyes’
• Episode 3 of Murder Mystery Machine launched today on Apple Arcade
• Episodes 1 and 2 on Apple Arcade are described as “Wonderfully
compact and compelling” (Eurogamer) and “Makes you feel like a TV
detective,” (Pocket Gamer). Watch the recap here
• Deduce, solve and accuse. Think like a detective and investigate
crime scenes, linking together evidence to deduce the story of the
crime.
• Now available in 14 languages
• Includes a raft of gameplay improvements and a revamped tutorial
for new players of the game
• Watch the trailer here.

Glasgow, 28th February: Apple Arcade have released episode three of Murder Mystery
Machine, an episodic puzzle-solving detective video game produced by Blazing Griffin, titled ’The Fire of Thine Eyes’.
‘The Fire of Thine Eyes” sees detectives Cassandra ‘CC’ Clarke and partner Nathaniel
‘Nate’ Houston investigate the death of an unknown victim found dead in a parking lot. A
local jazz club is the only lead in a case which soon unravels to much more than a simple
killing.
The episode includes new locations and puzzles to solve, and also brings with it gameplay
improvements to previous episodes, including a new tutorial, and control and UI tweaks, to
make episode three of Murder Mystery Machine even more compelling. Players will tackle
a brand-new case with new locations, characters and challenges and witness the continuation of the game’s central story. The game is also now available in 14 languages, including Arabic, Japanese, Korean and Russian.
Justin Alae-Carew, Co-Head of Games, Blazing Griffin, — “We’ve had a great response to
our episodic approach, something we feel is perfect for the Apple Arcade platform. Our
aim has been to recreate the structure of procedural police dramas on TV and through Apple Arcade we’re able to provide regular episodic drops. without needing to charge for
each individual episode. Looking ahead, we’ve got a whole season of content ahead of us,
and we’re hoping players will enjoy what’s to come as our story unfolds.”
Murder Mystery Machine is only available on Apple Arcade via iPhone, iPad, Mac and Apple TV. For more detail visit: Murder Mystery Machine and Apple Arcade.
Blazing Griffin’s BAFTA award winning Games division develops top quality video games.
Murder Mystery Machine is their newest game, the first episode was launched on Apple

Arcade in September 2019. Other games developed and published by Blazing Griffin include Murderous Pursuits, The Ship: Murder Party and Distant Star.
Notes to editor: Blazing Griffin a BAFTA-winning Glasgow-based digital entertainment
company which specialises in telling stories across a wide range of platforms and mediums with a specific focus on video game development, film and TV development and production and post production services.
Blazing Griffin’s creative award-winning team has worked on:
• The development and publishing of video games such as Murderous Pursuits, The Ship:
Murder Party and Distant Star: Revenant Fleet.
• The end-to-end development and production of Saturn Award nominated feature film
Anna and The Apocalypse (Orion/MGM);
• Post Production facilities that offer end to end post-production services and staff from
their state-of-the-art 4K HDR post production facility in Glasgow’s digital media quarter the first of its kind in Scotland. Providing services to some of the largest productions in
Scotland, recent credits include editorial service on Outlander (Starz/Sony TV), strong
factual output for episodes of specialist documentaries including; Dispatches (C4), Imagine (BBC) and Murder Case (BBC) and full picture post on the highly acclaimed BBC
drama ‘Guilt’.
• The Pictures team recently wrapped up shooting a digital drama pilot for BBC Scotland
and is gearing up to release the documentary covering the career of the Scottish Celtic
rock group, Runrig, this Spring
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